
Chapter 1: Meet Pan 

      

     The unremembered dreams, distorted images and vague flickers of light and dark had cursed him all of his sleeping life. He never 

knew why and couldn’t ever recall who or what was haunting him. While he was awake a different nightmare occurred, living. 

Between the dreams at night and life in general he was an insomniac. Bouts of depression, problems with authority, distrust of 

everyone, extreme cynicism and an eternal question to which there was most likely no answer were his curses. What am I doing? Why 

am I doing it? Like so many people he was dissatisfied. Unlike most he chose to go against the grain.           

     Schools tried to condition him with a single way to do things, churches tried to cleanse him, shrinks tried to drug him, police tried 

to beat him, but they were all ultimately trying to conform him. He always asked "Why?" to everyone about everything. The first 

response was always, "Because I said so. That’s why." His preachers, teachers, cops, and judges all answered this way. Regardless of 

who gave the answer, simply agreeing was never his forte. He was never intimidated by authority, despite how real it actually was, so 

a second "why" always followed. Their response was usually an unknown look of confusion with the befuddled, stuttering utterance, 

"Wha, wha what do you mean?" which was always prior to a blank stare and then followed by some more bullshit. Any answer he 

received was rarely complete or accurate, and never to his satisfaction. He was on his own, the sole searcher, searching for his soul, 

for his place, for his duty. 

     Very few people knew him by name or otherwise. Friends and family knew who he was and could call him by his given name, but 

almost everyone else knew him as Pan. The nickname began as a teen when he and his friends would raise a little hell and party. It 

was an appropriate moniker because of a scruffy goatee and given the fact he would try to bang any girl in the room. It didn’t matter if 

she were fat or skinny or tall or pretty. Booze made any inhibitions disappear. This was also very similar to how the mythological Pan 

would fuck every nymph in the forest. Strangely, the parallels between Pan and his mythological doppelganger were many and they 

were profound.  

     Each Pan existed in a perverted dichotomy. In Greek mythology Pan was half man and half goat, he was good and evil, attractive 

and disgusting, and loyal and vengeful. Pan was the God of shepherds, the field and the woods, the mountains and music. It is said that 

with a few notes from his pipes he could bring about inspiration, arouse erotic feelings, or produce sheer and utter panic. The 

nickname Pan never made him feel like a God nor was it meant to. He wasn’t a deity but a walking contradiction.  

     Pan was passionate about life and disgusted by it in the same breath; he is seething hatred and undying love. He is the optimist and 

the pessimist, the introvert and the extrovert, reclusive and gregarious, good and evil, and light and dark. Pan never saw himself as a 

shepherd though he did see most people as sheep in need of a shepherd. He lived in the city but longed for the mountains. He loved 

lyrics and music but playing an instrument wasn’t one of Pan’s abilities, his voices that flowed so easily depending on the situation, 

were his pipes.  

     With the spoken word Pan could instill fervor, piss someone off or provoke fear. Pan’s favorite voice though was getting a woman 

warm and wet with nothing but words strung together appropriately to generate lust. The nickname given to him by his friends turned 

out to be fitting for reasons other than a protruding forehead, an overactive libido and chin whiskers. By coincidence or not it was 

more than just a nickname. 



     Getting to know Pan was tough, so he didn’t have many true friends. The cynic in him refused to bring down his walls. He was an 

asshole to most people and had a hard time really letting people into his life. Most of his relationships were superficial at best. 

Acquaintances had always come and gone, some were still around and more would probably appear.  

     Unfortunately, some dipshit always wants to be your friend, no matter what you do. People were drawn to Pan and always spoke to 

him as if they knew him forever. They would confess the most intimate details of their lives. Regardless of how he felt or what they 

told him, Pan kept most people at arm’s length. He knew what he needed to know about them and that was how he preferred it. 

     The Institution, as Pan called it, and some of its agencies such as the drivers’ license bureau, and the courts had his real name along 

with his picture in their databases. Most of the cops that had rousted Pan in the past for one reason or another were either dead or 

retired. Being spotted by someone that knew his real name and his history wasn’t much of a risk anymore. The police and the 

government much like the rest of society have become too dependent on technology.  

     In his previous life, Pan had worn a suit and tie for many years, working as a salesman selling high-tech equipment to large 

companies and government organizations. He sold software, computers, servers, and network hardware, so he could comprehend the 

power of a properly built database with the correct amount of bandwidth. Pan had seen firsthand what municipalities and the 

government, the education system and corporations, do with technology. They track our purchases, monitor what websites we visit, 

read our emails, and listen to our phone calls or, at the very least, store the information for later analysis. The Institution can even 

watch us in real time on camera or via satellite with a few strokes on a keyboard. 

     It all depends on who’s watching. Regrettably for The Institution its databases were full of pictures and addresses for every citizen. 

Pan and his real identity were there too along with several incorrect addresses for each. Pan could only half smile at the wool he pulled 

over The Institution’s eyes. Right now the systems are too disparate and effectively slow, each one using different languages, codes 

and access measures, but The Institution was working on becoming more efficient and trying to network every database together. 

Once that happens, they will know exactly where we are, what we are doing, and who we are doing it to. 

     Currently The Institution uses computers and databases to match a face with a name, a name with an address, and an address to 

other personal data. The concept of technology being everywhere bothered Pan for an unlimited number of reasons, but he was 

fortunate that The Institution no longer valued mental ability, memory, analytical thought or deductive reasoning. These human traits 

have been replaced by the allegedly more efficient zeroes and ones of computing. Sure he was lucky for now but Pan felt like his luck 

was about to run its course.  

     While the epithet 'Pan' was merely a nickname in the beginning, the name continued at first to remember what was, and for good 

natured amusement. Then bouts of paranoia kicked in, and the name became a necessity and eventually his false identity. Pan wasn’t a 

murderer or a rapist, and his legal name was clean for the most part. He’d been busted for a few misdemeanor charges regarding booze 

or drugs and there might have been a couple of lighter felonies concerning misconduct in public stemming from hotheadedness or 

political reform or both and there might be a couple of active warrants for the arrest of Pan’s other name, but these former missteps 

were meaningless and really had no real influence on Pan and his decision for a false identity. It wasn’t fear of his past that made him 

do what he did; it was what was coming in the future. It is easier to disappear if you never existed. 

     Now, whenever he makes an introduction to someone new, he says, “I’m Pan.” The name sounds unreal and he usually got a tilted 

head along with some seriously confused looks and the words, "no, really?" People are used to names like Jim or Fydor or Eric, so 

sometimes they ask questions. Fortunately for Pan, the community at large is incredibly naïve and mostly stupid.  Pan would tell a 

quick story about his hippie parents and how they were into mythology and that would usually explain away any questions.  



     Pan even has a fake ID complete with watermarks, reflective ink, and a working magnetic strip containing all of the appropriate 

information including a fingerprint that belongs to someone else. The ID shut up the dipshits and would even work with cops as long 

as he wasn’t arrested, processed, and fingerprinted. If that happened, it would only be a matter of time before Pan’s true identity was 

discovered.  Until that time his legal name, as far as almost everyone knows, is Pan A. McCandless. 

 


